Abstract. We present Wikipedia Ranking of World Universities (WRWU) based on analysis of networks of 24 Wikipedia editions collected in May 2017. With PageRank and CheiRank algorithms we determine ranking of universities averaged over cultural views of these editions. The comparison with the Shanghai ranking gives overlap of 60% for top 100 universities showing that WRWU gives more significance to their historical development. We show that the new reduced Google matrix algorithm allows to determine interactions between leading universities on a scale of ten centuries. This approach also determines the influence of specific universities on world countries. We also compare different cultural views of Wikipedia editions on significance and influence of universities. 
Introduction
The importance of universities for progress of humanity is broadly recognized world wide. Thus in 2017 UNESCO emphasizes the role of universities and higher education institutes in fostering sustainable development and empowering learners [1] . The efficiency of university education gained a high political importance in many world countries. Various tools have been developed to measure quantitatively this efficiency among which the ranking of universities gained significant importance as reviewed in [2] . Thus the Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU), compiled by Shanghai Jiao Tong University since 2003 (Shanghai ranking) [3] , generated a significant political impact on evaluation of higher education efficiency in many countries [2] . For example, the ARWU stimulated the emergence of LABEX, IDEX projects in France [4] and the Russian Academic Excellence Project [5] with allocation of significant financial supports. In addition to ARWU other international ranking systems of universities appeared (see e.g. [6, 7, 8] ). Various strong and weak features of ranking methodology are reviewed in [9, 10, 11] . Of course, the ranking systems are based on different specific criteria with different cultural preferences of rather larger groups realizing these rankings. Already, the presence of many ranking systems indicates the presence of bias in each of above ranking systems. a email address: celestin.coquide@utinam.cnrs.fr b email address: jose.lages@utinam.cnrs.fr c email address: dima@irsamc.ups-tlse.fr
Another purely mathematical and statistical approach to ranking of world universities has been developed in [12, 13, 14] on the basis of Google matrix analysis of Wikipedia networks. For each Wikipedia language edition a network is composed by all Wikipedia articles with directed links between them generated by mutual quotations of a given article to other articles. In [12] the analysis was performed only for English Wikipedia (ENWIKI) of year 2009, other years for ENWIKI were considered in [13] , while in [14] this analysis was done with 24 language Wikipedia editions of 2013 that allowed to reduce significantly cultural bias (these 24 networks had been collected and analyzed for historical figures in [15] in the frame of EC FET Open project NADINE [16] ). The Google matrix analysis [12, 13, 14] is based on the PageRank algorithm [17] which detailed description is given in [18] . Some additional characteristics have been also used for description of network nodes (Wikipedia articles), like CheiRank and 2DRank, as described in [19, 20] . Thus the Wikipedia Ranking of World Universities (WRWU2013) from 24 Wikipedia networks was introduced in [14] and it was shown that its top 100 universities has 62% overlap with ARWU. In addition WRWU2013 attracted a significant interest world wide (see [21] and various press highlights listed at [22] ). Other research groups also start to apply Wikipedia ranking in Wikiometrics [23] . We also note the growing interest to scientific analysis of several language editions of Wikipedia [24] .
In this work we extend the WRWU studies started in [14] . The new elements are: we use 24 Wikipedia edi-tions collected in May 2017 [25] and also we apply the recently invented reduced Google matrix (REGOMAX) method [26] . This new method allows to determine effective interactions between a selected relatively small subset of network nodes taking into account all pathways between them via the global huge network with millions of nodes. The efficiency of the REGOMAX method has been demonstrated on examples of analysis of interactions of political leaders [27] , terror networks [28] and proteinprotein interactions in cancer networks [29] . Here, using the REGOMAX method we obtain effective interactions between a group of selected universities and determine their influence on world countries. The new ranking of universities from Wikipedia 2017 editions is compared with those of 2013.
The paper is composed as follows: Section 2 gives description of network datasets; Section 3 describes Google matrix construction and PageRank, CheiRank algorithms with overview of the reduced Google matrix approach; Section 4 presents results on global ranking of universities from 24 editions and their distribution over world countries; Section 5 provides REGOMAX results for English edition determining the world influence of specific universities; the interactions between top 20 universities are analyzed in Section 6 comparing views of English, French, German and Russian editions; in Section 7 we obtained the reduced Google matrix of top 100 universities averaged over 24 editions and analyze the interactions between universities on the scale of 10 centuries and all continents; discussion of the results is given in Section 8. All detailed ranking results of WRWU2017 are available at [30] and complementary figures and tables are in Supplementary Information (see from p. 18).
Datasets
We use the datasets of 24 Wikipedia editions extracted in May 2017 [25] (see also [30] ). The size of each network is given in Table 1 . Compared to 2013 discussed in [15] there is a significant size increase for each edition, especially for Swedish (SV) where a part of articles is now computer generated. The number of links is given at [30] . On average there are about 20 links per node. Self-citation links are not considered (references on the article inside the same article are eliminated).
3 Description of algorithms and methods
Google matrix, PageRank and CheiRank algorithms
The mathematical grounds of this study are based on Markov chain theory and, in particular, on the Google matrix analysis initially introduced in 1998 by Google's co-founders, Brin and Page [17] , for hypertext analysis of the World Wide Web. Let us consider the network of the N articles of a given Wikipedia edition. The network adjacency matrix element A ij is equal to 1 if article j quotes article i and equal to 0 otherwise. The Google matrix element G ij = αS ij + (1 − α)/N gives a transition probability that a random reader jumps from article j to article i. The stochastic matrix element S ij is S ij = A ij / N i=1 A ij if article j quotes at least one other article, otherwise S ij = 1/N . The second term in G proportional to (1 − α), where 0.5 < α < 1 is the damping factor, allows to a random reader to escape from isolated sets of articles. More details can be found in [18] . Here we use the value α = 0.85 typical for WWW studies [18] . The Google matrix G, constructed as described above, belongs to the class of Perron-Frobenius operators [18] . The eigenvector P with the largest eigenvalue λ = 1 is the solution of equation GP = P. This PageRank vector P has positive or zero components and describes the steady-state probability distribution of the Markov process encoded in the Google matrix G. Assuming an infinite random process, the vector component P i is proportional to the number of times a random reader reaches an article i. It is convenient to sort the vector components P 1 , . . . , P N in descending order: the article associated to the highest (lowest) vector component has the top (last) rank index K = 1 (K = N ). The PageRank algorithm measures the relative influence of articles. Recursively, more an article is quoted by influent articles, more high is its probability.
As proposed in [31] we also consider the same network of articles but with inverted links, i.e., article j points toward article i if article j is quoted by article i. This inverted network is defined by the adjacency matrix elements, A 
The reduced Google matrix
The concept of reduced Google matrix (REGOMAX) was introduced in [26] and tested with Wikipedia networks in [27, 28] and protein-protein networks [29] . The method is based on the construction of a Google matrix for a relatively small subset of nodes embedded into a much larger network taking into account all indirect interactions between subset nodes via the remaining huge part of the network. Let us consider a small subset S r of n r N articles, and the complementary subset S s of the n s = N − n r N remaining articles. For convenience, the Google matrix can be rewritten as
where the submatrix G rr , of size n r ×n r , encodes the transitions between articles of the subset S r , the submatrix G ss , of size n s × n s , encodes the transitions between articles of the subset S s , the submatrix G rs , of size n r × n s , encodes the transitions from articles of the subset S s toward articles of the subset S r , the submatrix G sr , of size n s × n r , encodes the transitions from articles of the subset S r toward articles of the subset S s . Since GP = P, the PageRank vector can be rewritten as
where the vector P r (P s ) of size n r (n s ) contains the PageRank vector components associated to articles of the S r (S s ) subset. The reduced Google matrix G R associated to articles of the subset S r is the n r × n r matrix defined implicitly by the following relation G R P r = P r . After some algebra, the reduced Google matrix can be written as [26, 27, 29 ]
Here 1 s is the n s × n s identity matrix. The reduced Google matrix G R is composed by the G R -submatrix G rr which encodes the direct links (direct quotations) between the n r articles of the S r subset and by an additional scattering term G ind which quantifies the indirect links between articles. If there is no direct link from article j ∈ S r to article i ∈ S r , i.e., A ij = 0, then the corresponding G rr element will be minimum (G rrij ∼ 1/N ∼ 10 −7 for the May 2017 English Wikipedia network). Conversely, the corresponding G ind element can be very high highlighting the fact that two articles can be strongly indirectly linked through successive direct links between articles of the S s subset (eg,
The PageRank vector of G R has the same components of n r nodes as in the global matrix G (up to a constant normalization factor). The reduced Google matrix G R , which conserves the global Google matrix PageRank hierarchy between the n r articles of the S r subset, encodes direct links and effective indirect links between articles. The direct calculation of G ind converges very slowly since the matrix (1 s − G ss ) −1 is almost singular, indeed as n r n s , G ss ∼ G, the leading eigenvalue of G ss is λ c ∼ 1. Let us associate to the eigenvalue λ c the right eigenvector Ψ R and the left eigenvector Ψ L such as
To speed up calculations, we follow the same procedure as in [26, 27, 29] , splitting the term
which is a projection onto the subspace associated to λ c and a term
−1 which is a projection onto the complementary subspace. This procedure enables us to rewrite the reduced Google matrix as
where
encodes essentially already known information concerning the PageRank (since
−1 G sr encodes hidden interactions between articles which appear due to indirect links via the global network [26, 27, 29] . In the following we perform analysis of the three components present in (4), we also consider the matrix component G qrnd obtained from G qr by taking out the diagonal terms since the self-citations are not very interesting.
Wikipedia Ranking of World Universities from 2Wikipedia editions of 2017
Once the articles of 24 considered editions are ranked using PageRank and CheiRank algorithms, we extract for each edition the top 100 articles devoted to institutions of higher education and research. We also consider 2DRank which is a combination of PageRank and CheiRank (see [12, 14] ; 2DRank results are available at [30]). As in [15, 14] , from these 24 top 100 listings we obtain the following cumulative score for a given university U
where A denotes the algorithm used for the ranking (PageRank or CheiRank or 2DRank), E the Wikipedia edition, R U,E,A the rank of university U in the top 100 universities obtained using algorithm A from edition E of Wikipedia.
If an university U is absent from the top 100 universities obtained from an edition E with an algorithm A then we artificially set R U ,E ,A = 101. We use ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 country codes [32] (all the used country codes are available at [30] ). The top 10 universities from WRWU2017 with PageRank algorithm and from ARWU2017 are given in Tab. 2 and Tab. 3 respectively. The top 3 places of WRWU are occupied by Oxford, Cambridge and Harvard while for ARWU it is Harvard, Stanford and Cambridge. The universities with significantly lower positions in WRWU (compared to ARWU) are MIT, Berkeley and Caltech, while Oxford significantly improves its position at WRWU going to the first place from 7th at ARWU.
The overlap between different rankings are presented in Fig. 1 . For the top 100 universities we have 60% overlap between WRWU PageRank list and ARWU list in 2017. For 2013 this overlap was slightly higher at 62%. The overlap between WRWU2017 list and WRWU2013 list is 91% and between ARWU2017 list and ARWU2013 list is 84%. WRWU appears to be stable, top10s in 2013 (Tab. 2) and 2017 (Tab. 3 in [14] ) contain the same universities but with some changes in places: Oxbridge keep the two first places but Oxford supersedes Cambridge at the first place; Yale (9 → 5) and Chicago (7 → 6) improve their ranking whereas Princeton (5 → 7) and MIT (6 → 9) recede; Harvard The above numbers and comparisons show that WRWU approach gives a reliable ranking which remains relatively Fig. 10 in [14] .
In total for all 24 editions we find 1011 and 1464 different universities with PageRank and CheiRank algorithms respectively. Their geographical distribution over the country world map is shown in Fig. 2 . The largest number of top universities is in US but we see a significant numbers also for India, Japan, Germany and France for PageRank which characterizes the university influence. The communicativity is highlighted by CheiRank with top countries being US, India, Japan, France and China. Of course, Hindi, Japan, Chinese editions give certain preference to their own universities but in global the high positions of these universities and countries reflect significant efforts in higher education performed by these countries.
The geographical distributions of top 100 universities of ARWU2017 and WRWU2017 are presented in Fig. 3 . For ARWU the top countries are US, UK, Australia and China while for WRWU we find US, Germany, UK and Japan. It is clear that ARWU gives too high significance to Anglo-saxon and Chinese universities while WRWU provides more balanced historical view taking into account a significant role played e.g. by German universities.
A more detailed view on the universities distribution over countries for ARWU and WRWU is shown in Fig. 4 . The ranking of WRWU universities inside each country is given in [30] . 
Influence of world universities on countries from English Wikipedia edition
In this Section we use the REGOMAX approach to analyze the influence of universities on world countries. With this aim the reduced Google matrix is constructed for the subset of articles devoted to the PageRank top 20 universities of ENWRWU (see Tab. 4) and articles devoted to the 85 countries to which belong universities appearing in WRWU (see Tab. 5). Thus the total size of the reduced Google matrix is n r = 105, to be compared to the global ENWIKI network size which is about 5.4 millions articles. The images of the corresponding reduced Google matrix G R and its components G rr , G pr , and G qr , are shown in Fig. 5 . As discussed above and in [27] the G pr component is rather close to the matrix composed by identical columns of PageRank vector of n r nodes, the direct links are presented by the component G rr and indirect links by G qr (and related G qrnd ). The weights of these three components (sum of elements of all columns divided by matrix size n r ) are respectively W R = 1, W pr = 0.948273, W rr = 0.0144137, and W qr = 0.0373132. The weights of the components G rr and G qr are small, compared to those of G pr , but these two components provide new important information on interactions between nodes. The weight of indirect links is larger than the direct ones W qr > W rr .
The knowledge of all matrix elements of G R allows us to determine the influence or sensitivity of a given university u on a given country c. To measure the sensitivity we change the matrix element G R (u → c) by a factor (1 + δ) with δ 1, we renormalize to 1 the sum of the column associated to university u, and we compute the logarithmic derivative of PageRank probability P (c) associated to country c: D(u → c, c) = d ln P (c)/dδ (diagonal sensitivity). It is also possible to consider the nondiagonal sensitivity D(u → c, c ) = d ln P (c )/dδ when the variation is done for the link from u to c and the derivative of PageRank probability is computed for another country c . This approach was already used in [28, 34] showing its efficiency. USC  US  FR  DE  UK  IR  IN  CA  AU  CN  IT  JP  RU  BR  ES  NL  PL  SE  MX  TR  RO  ZA  NO  CH  PH  AT  BE  AR  ID  GR  DK  KR  IL  HU  FI  EG  PT  TW  UA  CZ  MY  TH  CO  BG  CL  IE  SG  RS  VN  NP  EE  IQ  BD  SY  MM  SK  VE  MA  CU  PR  SA  LT  LB  CY  LV  BY  AE  UY  KP  YE  CR  TN  JO  GT  GL  DO  UZ  KW  QA  SN  SV  SR  FO  BN FO  SR  SV  SN  QA  KW  UZ  DO  GL  GT  JO  TN  CR  YE  KP  UY  AE  BY  LV  CY  LB  LT  SA  PR  CU  MA  VE  SK  MM  SY  BD  IQ  EE  NP  VN  RS  SG  IE  CL  BG  CO  TH  MY  CZ  UA  TW  PT  EG  FI  HU  IL  KR  DK  GR  ID  AR  BE  AT  PH  CH  NO  ZA  RO  TR  MX The world maps of university influence on countries, expressed by the diagonal sensitivity D(u → c, c) for 4 selected universities, are shown in Fig. 6 .
For Harvard the most sensitive country is South Africa (ZA) due to the well known scandal linked to Harvard investments in apartheid ZA pointed on the Harvard wikipage. Puerto Rico also appears on this wikipage in relation with oldest universities in the America. However, next influenced countries are Georgia (GE), Israel (IL) and Ireland (IR) which are not present on the wikipage which appearance we attribute to indirect links.
For Chicago the most influenced countries are Singapore (SG), Puerto Rico (PR) and India (IN). The first two countries SG, PR are not present on the wikipage showing that indirect links play an important role for them. India has a direct link related to the following facts: Chicago campus opened in India and a faculty member was erstwhile governor of India central bank.
For Stanford the top countries are Spain (ES), present on the wikipage, PR and ZA appearing due to indirect links.
For Oxford the top three countries are Jordan (JO), appearing of wikipage since Abdullah II of JO has been educated at Oxford; Iraq (IQ), also appearing on wikipage since T. E. Lawrence educated at Oxford played a major role in establishing and administering the modern state of IQ; IR which is not present on wikipage but has close links with UK. Examples of nondiagonal sensitivity are shown in Fig. 7 for the link variation Harvard University to US and University of Oxford to UK. For the link Harvard→US the most influenced countries are Suriname (SR), People's Republic of Korea (KP) and Puerto Rico (PR). For the link variation Oxford→UK the most influenced countries are Qatar (QA), Ireland (IR) and Singapore (SG). By definition the nondiagonal sensitivity contains indirect effects and it is not so easy to find the pathways of links which are Finally we discuss an example of Rice University. It has rank 74 in ARWU2017 being at position 37 inside USA, but according to WRWU2017 its PageRank position is only 357 and 56 inside USA. This shows that the Wikipedia article of Rice University is not sufficiently developed and its visibility via Wikipedia is rather low and can be improved by more skillful organization of its wikipage. We note that Wikipedia visibility of a university plays rather important role since very often it is on top lines of Google search and many language editions spread the wikipage content world wide free of charge. Also the WRWU position 357 is only due to appearance of Rice in top 100 universities of FA, KO, and TH language editions probably due to wikipage creation and information given by Rice alumni speaking these languages. This indicates an importance of links between university and its alumni. The world influence of Rice University, expressed via its diagonal sensitivity, is shown in Fig. 8 . The most influenced countries are Kuwait (KW), Mexico (MX) and Puerto Rico (PR). These countries are not present on the wikipage of Rice University and their appearance is related to indirect links.
Reduced networks of world universities
In this Section we analyze the interactions between top 20 universities obtained from the REGOMAX approach. We consider the different cultural views from EN, FR, DE, RU editions and make a comparative analysis. For EN edition we also consider the links of selected universities with countries.
Top 20 universities in English Wikipedia edition
Top 20 PageRank universities of ENWRWU2017 are given in Tab. 4. They are either US or UK universities. We define 4 regional groups with their PageRank leaders: Stanford University for US west coast, University of Chicago for US central region, Harvard University for US east coast, and University of Oxford for UK; each group is marked by color in Tab. 4.
The components of reduced Google matrix describing direct links G rr and indirect links G qrnd are shown in Fig. 9 (only nondiagonal links are shown for G qr ). The weight of indirect nondiagonal links is about 50% percent stronger than the weight of direct links. This shows the importance of indirect interactions between top 20 universities.
To characterize the importance of direct and indirect links we consider the sum of two matrix components given by G rr + G qrnd . From this matrix we construct the network of friends of regional leaders shown in Fig. 10 (the Grr + G qrnd . Color filled nodes are regional leaders. Red links are purely hidden links, i.e., no corresponding adjacency matrix entry. We obtain 4 friendship levels (gray circles). Links originating from 1st level universities are presented by solid lines, from 2nd level by dashed lines, from 3rd level by doted lines, and from 4th level by "\" symbol lines. Fig. 11 . Network of friends from Grr + G qrnd associated to the top20 ENWRWU and 85 countries listed in Tab. 5. For each regional leaders, Stanford University, University of Chicago, Harvard University, University of Oxford, the four strongest links to one of the 85 countries listed in Tab. 5 are presented. Universities (countries) are represented by empty (full) nodes. The color code for countries depends on the main spoken language: blue for English, red for Arabic, orange for Spanish, violet for Chinese, green for Hindi, and yellow for Hebrew. Red links are purely indirect links and black ones are from direct links.
drawings of networks have been produced using Cytoscape [35] ). First we place the regional leader on a circle (1st level of possible friendship). From a regional leader we look at the four biggest outgoing links in G rr + G qrnd , these four links define the four best friends of the regional leader. If these friends are not present in the network of friends, i.e., they are not themselves regional leaders, then they are placed on the circle around the regional leader (2nd level of friendship). If several regional leaders share the same friend, by preference, the friend is placed in the circle around the leader of its region. Then, from each friends of regional leaders, we define in the same way four new friends. Each new friend is either already placed in the friendship network or not. If the new friend is not present, it is placed in the circle around the corresponding friend of regional leader (3rd level of friendship). If a new friend is shared by several friends of regional leaders, the new friend is placed by preference on the circle around the friend of regional leader belonging to its region. In the same manner we then define the 4th level of friendship and so on. The procedure continues until no new friends can be placed on the friendship network (because already placed on it). For the 2017 ENWRWU top20 the procedure stops after four levels of friendship. A red arrow represents a pure hidden link, i.e., a link from university u to university u with a null adjacency matrix entry, A u u = 0, or otherwise stated, with a minimal value in
This network presentation of friends in Fig. 10 shows that the close friends are mainly located in same region; thus MIT, Harvard, Yale form one group of east coast, Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh are friends inside UK. However, there are also inter-regional friends formed by Princeton, UCLA, USC, UT Austin and proximity between Stanford, Berkeley and Cornell. The direct links shown in black play an important role but indirect links shown in red are also present and significant like e.g. MIT being indirect friend of Stanford, Harvard being indirect friend of Chicago and Oxford, and Edinburgh, Princeton being indirect friend of Oxford.
We also consider countries which are friends of each regional university leader as shown in Fig. 11 . For this we consider the matrix elements of G rr + G qrnd constructed for top 20 universities of Tab. 4 and 85 countries listed in Tab. 5. For each regional leader university we select top 4 friendliest countries. The network of country-university friends is presented in Fig. 11 with countries marked by colors corresponding to mostly spoken language. Thus we see that countries friends of Oxford are mostly Arab and English speaking countries; countries friends of Harvard are dominantly from English speaking countries excepting one Hebrew speaking country; friends of Stanford are two Spanish speaking countries, one English and one He- brew; Chicago is mostly diversified having English, Hindi, Chinese and Spanish speaking friends.
Top 20 universities in French Wikipedia edition
Here we consider the cultural view of FRWIKI on top 20 universities and their interactions. We select from FR-WIKI2017 top PageRank universities listed in Tab. 6. These universities belong to 5 countries (US, UK, FR, CA, BE) marked by corresponding color. Top PageRank university of each country is considered as a country leader. Similar to the case of Fig. 10 we obtain from the reduced Google matrix components G rr +G qrnd of these 20 universities the network of friends shown in Fig. 12 .
The obtained network of friends of Fig. 12 shows clear cluster of universities inside their own countries. However, the inter-country links are well present and they are mainly indirect links (shown in red) pointing toward English speaking universities. Thus Princeton is indirect friend of Oxford, ULaval and ULB; Yale and Harvard are indirect friends of ULaval. Since we consider FRWIKI there are 6 French universities being the next in number after US with 7 universities among top 20. However, US universities are strongly linked with universities of Canada, Belgium and UK while French universities are weakly linked to other countries. This FRWIKI-analysis demonstrate certain world isolation of French universities. Also from FRWIKI point of view, the leading English speaking universities in Fig. 12 form an invariant subset from which a random surfer cannot escape: the friends of these universities are uniquely English speaking universities. 
Top 20 universities in German Wikipedia edition
Top 20 PageRank universities are given in Tab. 7. The network of friends, constructed for these 20 nodes from the matrix components G rr + G qrnd of the reduce Google matrix, is shown in Fig. 13 . A specific point of these top 20 universities is that there are only 3 non-German-speaking universities (Harvard, Oxford, Cambridge). This is due to the already discussed feature of DEWIKI which gives strong preference to German universities (see right panel of Fig. 1 ). The universities belong only to 4 countries AT, DE, UK, US. The main cluster are formed around LMU Munich and Vienna however GU Frankfurt, Marburg and Tubingen are closely linked with Oxford and Cambridge; Hamburg is linked with Harvard. It should be pointed that there is a dominance of indirect links which are also linking different countries. 
Top 20 universities in Russian Wikipedia edition
Top 20 PageRank universities are given in Tab. 8. The network of friends, constructed for these 20 nodes from the matrix components G rr + G qrnd of the reduce Google matrix, is shown in Fig. 14 
Comparison between English, French, German, and Russian Wikipedia editions
In this subsection we perform a comparison of different cultural views of DEWIKI, ENWIKI, FRWIKI and RU-WIKI on top universities. With this aim we take 20 PageRanked universities of each of these editions. This gives us 52 different universities presented in these editions. The list of them is given in Tab. 9. Each of these universities is attributed to its own foundation country shown by colors in this Table. There are 9 different countries: US, FR, DE, UK, CA, RU, AT, BE and UA. Then we perform the reduced Google matrix analysis for these 52 universities for each edition constructing G R and its 3 components. The matrices G R for each edition are shown in Fig. 15 . The G pr , G rr , G qrnd matrix components are available in Figs. SI6, SI7, SI8 with their weights which are similar to those given in Fig. 5 ; the weights of direct and indirect links are comparable. From Fig. 15 we see that each edition has its own view on these 52 universities. Indeed, there is a clear tendency that edition rank higher universities belonging to the countries with edition language, e.g. RUWIKI places Moscow and St. Petersburg universities on top PageRank positions with a similar situation for DEWIKI. Using the matrix components of G rr + G qrnd we analyze the network of friend of 52 universities from the view point of ENWIKI, FR-WIKI, DEWIKI and RUWIKI. The approach is the same as those used in network of friends discussed in the previous subsection.
The network of top friends for 52 universities in EN-WIKI is shown in Fig. 16 . We see that the majority of links Fig. 16 . Network of friends of 52 universities listed in Tab. 9 computed from Grr + G qrnd of ENWIKI. Color filled nodes are country leaders (same colors as in the Tab. 9). Red links are purely hidden links, i.e., no corresponding adjacency matrix entry. We obtain 4 acquaintance levels (gray circles). Links originating from 1st level universities are presented by solid lines, from 2nd level by dashed lines, from 3rd level by doted lines, and from 4th level by "\" symbol lines.
are indirect (red) comparing to the direct links (black). As expected two clusters of English speaking universities are well visible; in fact as in Fig. 12 , these English speaking universities form an invariant subspace from which a random surfer cannot escape. These universities act as an attractor subset in this friendship network. Chicago is located aside as it was already visible in previous subsection (see Fig. 10 ). A compact cluster of German universities is also well visible. We point that there are only 2 isolated French universities among top friends appearing in Fig. 16 ; no university from other countries points toward these 2 universities, and these 2 universities point exclusively toward UK/US universities. In total this network of top friends has 13 US universities, 6 of DE, 3 of UK, 3 of RU, 2 of UA, 2 of CA, 2 of FR. Since the network is obtained from ENWIKI it is understandable that US universities (with UK ones) form the majority. However, German universities show their strength and significant influence. Comparing to them French university group is small and not significant being placed behind Russian universities. This network clearly shows the weak representation and influence of French universities that reflects a certain reality.
The network of top friends from FRWIKI is shown in Fig. 17 . Here we have the dominance of 13 German universities, followed by 11 of US, 6 of France and 4 of Russia. Still the indirect links play a dominant or comparable role with the direct links. In this network the cluster structure is less visible, however as in Figs. 12 and 16 the cluster of US-UK universities is central and acts as an attractor subset. Fig. 18 shows the network of top friends from DEWIKI. Here, naturally, the dominance of 14 German universities remains, to be compared with 11 of US, 3 of France, 3 of UK and 2 of Russia. In global DE universities are distributed over 3 clusters, and US over 2 clusters.
The network of top friends from RUWIKI is shown in Fig. 19 . The dominance of German universities is well present here with 16 of them followed by 10 of US, 4 of Russia and 3 of UK. Three major hubs are clearly visible a German one centered around HU Berlin / Heidelberg / Göttingen, an US-UK one centered around Harvard and Oxford, and a Russian one centered around Moscow SU. The analysis of this subsection allows to establish most close links between top world universities. It also shows the dominance of US and German universities.
Reduced Google matrix averaged over 24 Wikipedia editions
Above we have considered ranking and interactions from a view point of a given edition. Using the reduced Google matrix approach it is possible to perform an averaging over all 24 editions thus determining the averaged cultural view on selected universities. With this aim, for each of the 24 Wikipedia editions listed in Tab. 1, we select the subset of articles devoted to the 100 first PageRank universities of WRWU (see Tab. SI1). Then we compute the corresponding reduced Google matrixḠ R averaged over 24 Wikipedia editions. The averaging is defined by the relation
R is the reduced Google matrix (4) of the Wikipedia edition E. Each one of the 24 reduced Google matrices is written in the same basis corresponding to the ordered PageRank list of 100 universities. For a given edition E, reduced Google matrix entries corresponding to a link pointing toward an absent university in edition E are set to 0 and reduced Google matrix columns corresponding to absent universities in edition E are filled with 1/100 entries. These contributions from absent universities are added to the G (E) pr matrix components of the full reduced Google matrices G (E) R . We note that the averaging of 24 G (E) R matrices with equal weights gives us again the reduced Google matrix which performs an averaging over different cultural views of 24 editions.
The PageRank vector computed from the averaged reduced Google matrixḠ R is presented in Tab. 10 . We see that the rank order is changed comparing to the Θ-averaging (5) with the top 10 PageRank universities given in Tab. 2 (list of top 100 is given in Tab. SI1). We see that Harvard takes the first position instead of the third one in Tab The obtained averaged Reduced Google matrixḠ R and its three components are shown in Fig. 20 . In global the matrix structure is similar to those of individual editions discussed above. The componentḠ pr has the dominant weight but it is rather close to the columns of PageRank vector and hence the interesting links are determined by the componentsḠ rr andḠ qr which have comparable weights. It is well seen that there are indirect links which are not present between direct ones.
From the matrix of direct and indirect linksḠ rr + G qrnd we construct the interaction friendship network between above considered 100 universities divided by certain groups. Such a network takes into account cultural views of all 24 editions. We now show all links by the same black color since after averaging over 24 editions there is a significant mixture of direct and indirect links.
In our first division, we mark universities by foundation time (century) periods: red for foundation years from 1000 to 1300 AD, blue from 1300 to 1600 AD, green from 1600 to 1800 AD and black from 1800 to 2000 AD. Each time period has its leader taken as a university with highest rank position in this period. The resulting network of friends in shown in Fig. 21 . This network shows an interesting evolution of interactions between universities through 10 centuries: the cluster of universities founded in 11th-13h centuries, marked in red, is formed mainly by UK and Italian universities (one from Spain, group leader is Oxford). This cluster transfers its influence via interaction and links to next 14th-16th centuries universities, marked in blue, which are mainly from northern countries including Scotland, Denmark, Germany, Sweden and Netherlands (group leader is Copenhagen). The influence of these universities is transfered to 17th-18th centuries universities, marked in green, being mainly near the blue cluster and located in the same countries with addition of Moscow in Russia, Tartu in Estonia, Helsinki in Finland; another group of green universities of this time period is linked with Oxford and Cambridge and is located mainly on US east coast (Harvard, Yale, Princeton; Columbia is directly linked to Cambridge). The university of next centuries 19th-20th, marked in black (MIT is group leader), are mainly located in US but new universities of this time period appear also in Japan (Tokyo, Kyoto), Egypt (AlAzhar), Germany (TU Munich, TU Berlin, Free Berlin) and Sweeden (Stockholm). Thus the obtained friendship network provides a compact description of world universities development through 10 centuries taking into account the balanced view of 24 cultures presented by Wikipedia editions.
In our second division we mark universities by continent location: blue for America, red for Europe, green for Asia (Russia is attributed to Asia), yellow for Oceania and black for Africa. Again color group leaders are marked by full circles. The friendship network obtained fromḠ rr +Ḡ qrnd is shown in Fig. 22 . The network has two large clusters of European universities (red) and US universities (blue). The group of university in Asia (green) is mainly linked between themselves having secondary links with Europe and US. Oceania (Sydney) and Africa (AlAzhar) are represented only by one university. This network structure clearly shows the influence of European and US universities with emerging group of new group of Asian universities with strong internal links.
Discussion
In this work we performed analysis of ranking and interactions of world universities from directed networks of 24 Wikipedia editions dated by May 2017. Our results show that obtained WRWU2017 with PageRank algorithm averaged over 24 editions gives a reliable ranking of universities with 60% overlap with top 100 of ARWU2017 (Shanghai ranking) [3] . At the same time WRWU2017 highlights in a stronger way the significance of historical path of a given university over centuries. There are certain changes in WRWU2017 version comparing to WRWU2013 version demonstrating appearance of new universities with time evolving and with the increase of the number of Wikipedia articles in the 24 selected editions. A comparison of WRWU and ARWU ranking positions for specific uni- versities (e.g. Rice University) shows that the Wikipedia visibility can be significantly improved in certain cases.
We also performed an additional analysis based on the reduced Google matrix (REGOMAX) algorithm [26, 27] . This approach allowed us to establish direct and indirect links between universities and world countries. As a result we obtain the sensitivity and influence of specific universities on world countries as it is seen by Wikipedia. The REGOMAX method allows to perform a democratic and uniform averaging over cultural views of 24 language editions and obtain a balanced cultural view on the interactions of top world universities through ten centuries of their historical development as well as their influence over continents.
Finally we stress that the WRWU method is independent of various personal opinions being based on purely mathematical and statistical analysis of the Wikipedia database. We think that this approach can be very complimentary to ARWU and other university rankings. We note that Wikipedia articles of universities usually appear in the top line (or lines) of Google search. As a result the world visibility of a given university can be publicly and freely broadcast all over the world increasing visibility of certain universities. We estimate that the improvement of Wikipedia articles of certain universities (e.g. we found a low visibility of French universities) can be an efficient way to increase their world visibility, attractivity and influence. Such an improvement is rather inexpensive and can be performed by a small group of researchers and students having knowledge in languages, history, computer and network sciences. We think that this approach can be complementary to various government projects which aim to increase visibility of national universities (like e.g. [4, 5] . Reduced network from Grr + G qrnd associated to the top20 ENWRWU and 240 countries listed in Tab. SI4. For each regional leaders, Stanford University, University of Chicago, Harvard University, University of Oxford, the four strongest links to one of the 240 countries are presented. Universities (countries) are represented by empty (full) nodes. The color code for countries depends on the main spoken language: blue for English, red for Arabic, orange for Spanish, violet for Chinese, green for Hindi, yellow for Hebrew, and gray for others. Red links are purely hidden links and black ones are at least present in the adjacency matrix. Table SI1 . List of the first 100 universities of the 2017 Wikipedia Ranking of World Universities using PageRank algorithm. For a given university, the score ΘP R is defined by (5) , Na is the number of appearances in the top 100 lists of Wikipedia editions, CC is the country code, LC is the language code, and FC is the foundation century. 
